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Welcome to the Spring/Summer 2020 edition. We all know this
year has turned out to be one of the strangest and one of the
most difficult to endure in living memory. One thing I have to
keep reminding myself of is that nothing lasts forever and we
are living through a period of time that no doubt will not only
be talked about, but taught to future generations in schools.
We are quite simply living through what will be known as a
significant period of modern history.
At the time of writing, the first lifting of restrictions on our movement and daily
life have just been announced and some will see this as the beginning of the return
to normal, but we all know that whatever normal ends up looking like within the
next six months, it will still have very different rules and etiquette to that which we
had previously known. There are undoubtedly going to be financial and economic
repercussions from the current situation for years to come and I have serious concerns
that the heritage sector will suffer terribly.
At present all museums and heritage railways are closed to both visitors and volunteers
with some that have full time staff having to be placed on furlough because of the lack
of income. I recently spoke with a director of a well known line and they are of the
opinion they may run some trains this year but hold no hope of running steam services
until next year, as the rules on social distancing will make them financially unviable.
We could be looking at the creation of a new business model for heritage railways
and only those who can adapt and meet their overheads within those limitations will
survive. Many railways will loose lucrative ‘dining train’ and ‘station catering’ business
and packed out galas appear to be a long way off. Then there is the seasonal Santa traffic
that is now just over six months away. Many railways rely on this traffic to survive and
if it’s not allowed to happen in a way that can attract the usual numbers, then several
lines will feel the pinch. Worrying times indeed for all of us inside the movement.

How will this affect us at the SERA and the HETT/4-SUB Association?
At present we cannot say. We talk with our hosts to see how they are coping and at
present we have not been given any worrying messages, but the longer the situation
drags, on the greater the risk that position will change.
Inside these pages you will be able to read about how we entered 2020 with optimism
and what has changed for us and the trains themselves. I hope that when I write my next
editorial in six months time, the message will have changed significantly for the better.

Graeme Gleaves
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Enter the Battlefield
When we ended the report in the last issue, work was
moving on with the Spondon loco at quite a pace.
Thankfully this continued right up until the site was
closed by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The needle gunning of the

Once stripped, the bare metal

entire underframe was

had to be coated quickly with

completed during November

primer, undercoat and a top

and this allowed our team to

coat of paint to prevent moisture

move in and get some black

in the air from starting to

gloss paint over all of these

corrode it. This final choice of

areas which made the loco look

top coat prompted something

brand new below sole bar level.

of a debate. There was a

The body work has to follow suit

proposal to paint the loco

and the team has attacked this

in its 1970s CEGB yellow

with power tools. By the time

livery but this wasn’t popular

work was suspended nearly all

with the Battlefield Railway

lethal. We sourced some coach

current owner was largely

the loco’s superstructure had

management who wanted a

battery charging sockets from

redundant and with the

more traditional railway colour.

a scrap yard and these have

fitting of the new charging

When rubbing down the loco

been fitted to the cab bulkheads

sockets was rendered not only

earlier coats were exposed,

and linked to the cells in each

obsolete but ugly. Thankfully,

bonnet. This can be connected

it was possible to remove

to the same shore supply used

and dispose of it; another

to charge loco batteries at the

unoriginal feature gone from

railway and provides a safe and

the loco and some free space

efficient charging system for

created in the cab. Further

the loco which has been tested

work required will involve

successfully. There remained a

refurbishment of the cab

number of cosmetic tasks to be

doors, including replacement

been taken back to bare metal,
for most of this steel, it’s
been 84 years since it
was exposed

black, green and blue from the

to daylight.

ERM years, yellow from CEGB
and under that a Brunswick
green. The original black and
white photos of the locos early
years give no clear indication
what it’s colour was, it was
just a dark shade. The physical
evidence points to this being
Brunswick green so that will be
the choice of top coat.

One area that had
to be addressed
as a matter of
urgency was the
arrangements
for charging the
batteries.
Pictured [TOP RIGHT] vintage photos give no
clues to the original livery [ABOVE] work
gets underway on the new green livery
[BELOW RIGHT x 3] details of the new charging
sockets installed and in use [PAGE 3] Rob &
Jacob busy at work, front of Spondon
in grey primer and work on Mazda’s
repaint gets going. Photos: SERA Archive,
Graeme Gleaves, Jacob Sparkes & Rob Davidson.
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Over the years

carried out on the cab with the
first being the replacement of
the door runner strips on the
cab floor which had lifted over
the years. The bad section was
ground out and a replacement
welded in. The door runner
strips were refitted at the same

of the cracked and warped
lower panels, fitting of new
door handles, the welded
repair of the cab roof and
driver’s window then the
repainting of the cab interior,
but all of that will have to wait
for a bit longer.

time. The old charging module

Elsewhere, the underframe

that was fitted at Transperience

needs attention as two of the

in Bradford prior to sale to its

brake blocks need changing

methods used
have ranged from
hooking the battery
banks directly up
to diesel generators
to a variac device
that was potentially
The Contactor | Volume 02

Enter the Battlefield

Shackerstone
site suffers
a burglary
On Sunday 26th April
a member of staff at
the Battlefield visited
Shackerstone to
check all was well and
discovered the site
had been burgled.
Some of the railway’s own
equipment was stolen and
the thieves also smashed
the lock of our workshop
van body and took our
MIG welder, angle grinder,
drill and a few hand tools.
The total value of the
equipment was about
£500 but by the time of
the discovery the thieves
were long gone so there
was no chance of catching
and the slack adjuster bar

We expect to be able to get

Of course, our intention was

on one side has to be removed

back on site soon when the

to have both locos finished by

and straightened. Then there’s

new regulations are clear

the end of 2020, but given the

the traction motors so we want

and we can arrange our work

change of circumstances, that

to get the loco over a pit to

parties to comply with them.

needs to be revised.

inspect them.
The consumables are the
lubrication pads in the sus
bearings and the brushes.

them. Jacob Sparkes was
able to get to site and fit
a new lock and assess the
damage.
We made an appeal to
our followers on both

Elsewhere on Site
MAZDA has not seen a lot
of work since the last report.

We remain confident on

Facebook and Twitter in

completing Spondon by the

the hope we could at least

end of the year, but MAZDA

replace the angle grinder,

is not likely to be ready until

which is an important tool

May next year, and that’s on

given our current projects.

If both need replacing, that

Some repair of the holes in the

will be a fair expense and

nose end have been effected

extra time. We also need to

and the hood and bonnet

major tasks are found on

steam clean the whole of

hatches have started to be

either loco. Of course, as soon

the under floor equipment.

rubbed down and primed but

as both are finished then all

One final area that will

that is about it. The list of jobs

of our Battlefield team’s

need money spent of it are

from the last report remains

attention will go onto the long

the lubrication pads for the

unchanged and with all the

awaited start of the South

back to work we will have

axle boxes. These are of the

focus going on Spondon that

Tyneside project, so plenty to

the tools to do the work

Armstrong Oiler type and all

isn’t likely to change quickly

keep the team occupied for

required.

four need replacing.

when work resumes.

quite a while yet.
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the proviso that no further

To our utter surprise
the good people of the
internet came through
and dozens donated,
giving us a total of £515.
So when we get eventually
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4-SUB Assoc’ Sales Stand
The first event attended was the Northfleet Model
Railway Show back in November 2019 — we did not
have much merchandise, so a big thanks to John
Piper who donated some extra books for future

— A QUICK INTRODUCTION —
Hello, my name is Chris and I’m the 4-SAs Sales Officer
having been offered the post in August 2019. My role involves
attending events throughout the year to generate awareness

sales. We were located on the end of the Network

and raise much needed funds through the sale of railway

South East Society stand to save costs etc. (and

related books, products and 4-SA promotional items.

also quite useful when you’re on your own and
need a toilet break!) In total, over the two days,
we raised just over £70 after stand fees etc.

We also lend our support to the Friends of the 457 group
by displaying their brochures alongside ours. I am sometimes
joined by other members at certain events who come along
and lend a hand.

Before the second event,

the largest in Kent.

we launched some new

Also, for the first time

merchandise including

ever, we had four electric

4-SA pens, pencils and

group’s sales stands all

keyring and a set of three

together which included the

Before the Spa Valley

new mugs designed

EPB Preservation Group, the

Diesel Gala, we’d been

Network South East Society,

by our chairman,

the Southern Electric Group

Mark Walling and

offered two donations of
Model Railway items.

printed by a Kent

Model Railway

and ourselves. This event was

based company called

Exhibition in

the most challenging as sales

This included Hornby 3-rail

were slow across both days

items and various ‘OO gauge’

Decalslab — the quality

January this year. This event

of their work is excellent, so

was a roaring success being

with Sunday much quieter

locomotives [pictured above]

much so that I had a pre-order

busy on both the Saturday

than Saturday. In total, we

donated by Graham Wootten

of two mugs arrive before the

and Sunday with quite a lot of

raised just under £35 which

and Neil Bennett respectively.

second event took place.

sales over the weekend and

was quite dissapointing so we

generating the most sales

As we cannot attend events at

will not be attending the Erith

we’ve had in raising over £150,

present, I have made some

event in the future due to high

online sales which have raised

costs of stands.

over £124. The highlight of these

Part of my role is to research
and source suitable
products we can

even after stand fees.

customise with

Hot on the heels of

Other events we had planned

sales was the 3-rail CO-BO, N2,

our branding to

the Canterbury event

to attended included the Spa

Deltic and TPO set for £120.

create saleable

was the Erith Model

Valley Diesel & Beer Gala,

I look forward to attending

merchandise.

Railway Exhibition

the Birchington Model Railway

which was going to

future events (whenever

I recently sourced

Exhibition and the Pevensey

be a real test of how

that maybe?) and hope to

over 400 brand

Bay Model Railway Exhibition,

successful the stand

meet other 4-SUB

new train- and

all of which were cancelled as

would be as this

Association members.

transport-related

a result of the Covid-19

greeting cards at a

event is one of

pandemic.

bargain price which
have proved popular
and will raise funds
slowly but surely.
The second event
(and the first event I’ve
attended on my own)
was the Canterbury
04 | TOC
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The Kent Report
With progress being
made in Leicestershire,
the volunteers in the
south of the country had
to keep up progress on
repairs to the 457 car,
67300, at the East Kent
Railway. The vehicle was
taken from Eythorne to
Shepherds Well at the
end of November for
winter storage as the
site there is more
secure out of season.
It was also considered that
67300 might be useful for
the Santa Special operations
the railway was running
throughout December.
But first we had to attend to

some very thick and extremely
pungent glue. The lino pieces
were the originals that had
been salvaged and cleaned so
it was like a rather easy jigsaw
puzzle to get all six pieces
in the correct place but with
only one chance to get it right
when the glue was applied
we obviously did a dry run
before gluing the pieces down.
With the lino bonded to the
new floorboards, that part of
the project was completed
and attention continued in
the cab with the rotten floor
being completely removed,
new primer added to the
exposed underfloor metal and
insulation procured.

completing the repairs to the

There was a considerable

leading passenger door way.

amount of rain in Kent during

As reported last issue, the
new floorboards had been cut
to shape and treated to make
them waterproof. With the
boards now in place and level
(and thanks to some new
rubber strips that also acted

November and this highlighted
a couple of leaks at the front
and rear of the vehicle.
One was affecting the cab
so the area could not
be completed
until the

as shock absorbers against
the metal floor of the vehicle
body) the lino could be
re-fitted. This
required the
use of

Pictured [TOP] while floor
repairs are underway,
457’s lights are all tested
and working just fine.
[ABOVE] with floor repairs
all done, it just awaits a
final clean and polish.
[LEFT] 457 standing
proud at the Eythorne
bay platform.
Photos: Graeme Gleaves

Continued
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The Kent Report

source of the water ingress

Like all other heritage

was tracked down and sealed.

railways the East

There is another one near the

Kent Railweay has

rear of the car that is letting

had to close down

water in to the saloon at

due to the Covid-19

that end. Some rudimentary

pandemic and there

sealing has been done to see if

are no indications as

that cures the problem and if
successful, this will be made
permanent.
During November we also
took the opportunity to test
the lighting in the car that
can be powered from a shore
supply and a step down
transformer. This was found
to be working fine so with
the floor repairs completed
in the saloon and the lighting
tested, 67300 was able to play
a role in the Santa Specials as
the Shepherds Well waiting
room for those awaiting their

to when it will re-open
to volunteers, let alone
the public.
We remain in contact with
the railway management
and as soon as we get the
necessary permission to
proceed we shall be back on
site to resume the work on
the car. It’s quite apparent

first instance, keep both units

donations to meet these costs

in Margate and then plan for

for a period of time, that cash

what to do with them.

reserve would be depleted to
zero very soon into 2020.

involve the repainting of

(plus VAT) for keeping our

organised project. In addition

the vehicle’s roof which is

stock there. Anyone who has

to the Trustees there is now

rented storage space will know

a bookkeeper to help manage

this is not cheap and even

the tracking of finances, along

more expensive when it has to

with the gift aid we are able

be of a specialist nature;

to claim on donations as a

starting to show signs of
the treatment it receives
at the hands of the Kent

becomes a bigger problem.

with suitable decorations

Elsewhere in Kent

i.e. rail mounted and
whilst Locomotive Storage
Limited have given us
a significant
discount

There’s nothing to report
at Sellindge as the vehicles
in storage have not been
touched. Graeme Gleaves

It was returned to its normal

made a site visit in January

position at Eythorne bay

to check all was well and

platform in February where

to also talk with the site

it was parked in front of

management about the

another former ERM resident

plans to install a new siding

— Kearsley No. 1 Bo-Bo loco.

starting balance of one-off

We have put together a well

East Kent adorned the interior

when the site was closed.

Whilst HETT had an initial

necessary funding to, in the

free, there is a monthly charge

get on top o f this before it

line for the whole of January

ensuring the project has the

for the autumn of 2020 will

to see Santa in his grotto. The

remaining at that end of the

– the cost is still high0.

The storage at Margate is not

weather so it will be best to

vehicle did its job admirably,

The Trustees are tasked with

that the maintenance work

booked train and the chance

and some heaters and the

With 4732 and the Class
503 safely tucked away in the
shed at Margate, you could be forgiven
for thinking that the Heritage Electric
Trains Trust have achieved a significant
chunk of its initial objectives; well you
couldn’t be further from the truth.

alongside the existing
one which will require our

Brian Thompson made a visit

2-EPB 6307 to be split and

in early March to continue

moved. Again, nothing

the work in the cab and that

further has happened

turned out to be the final one

about this whilst the whole

for the year to date.

country is on pause.
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Pictured [THIS PAGE] the Sub at Margate alongside ... [NEXT PAGE LEFT]
... the EPB donor vehicle with Bitten seen in the background
[NEXT PAGE RIGHT] the 503 stands nearby at Margate Photos: Nicholas Hair
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750 Supply

registered charity. This, along

The current situation has left

additionally get an exclusive

with the supporting 4-SUB

us with no opportunities to go

ceramic mug each year and the

Association with members, a

to fundraising events and we

Gold pledgers get a 4Gb USB

committee, a sales stand and

rely entirely on the income we

stick and a pack of greetings

this publication means this

generate from our immediate

cards and a guaranteed ticket

is a fully formed project, not

support network. We were

for the first time 4732 carries

an out of the box solution but

robbed of the chance to take

passengers. Pledgers must

Coventry so for the unit to

a bespoke set-up – tailored

the message out to events and

complete a whole year of

come back to life the scheme

to meet the needs of the

had to resort to social media

payments to get the rewards

has to come to life, it’s a case

project. All that’s missing

alone to promote the project.

but the 4-SA calendar is sent

of very simple economics.

out upon signing up when we

You simply cannot restore a

get your first payment.

train where each vehicle has a

is the funding to make it all
happen, to cover our costs

The ‘750 Supply’ project’s

HETT needs a regular source of

primary aim is to raise £750

income from supporters of the

income each month from a

So how has the launch gone

project and to achieve this we

network of pledgers who have

despite the limited reach?

launched a scheme called

signed-up to one of three

‘750 Supply’ — the name

levels of monthly donation.

being derived from the voltage

The highest level is Gold

the third rail supplies to trains

which requires a minimum

(like the SUB) to make them

pledge of £50 per month.

work – but the 750 volts is

After that is the Silver package

changed to pounds as this

which requires a pledge of

scheme is all about money.

at least £25 per month and

The Charity was nicely placed

finally we have Bronze,

to launch its ‘750 Supply’

a pledge of £10 a month

scheme and had the back

gets you in at this level.

room team in place to make
a real go of fundraising,
then the Covid-19 pandemic
happened and overnight all
fundraising came to a halt.

At the time of writing, of
the required five gold, we’ve
got four signed-up, six of
the anticipated ten silver
pledgers are in place and out
of the twenty five bronze we
have eight now on the books
but this latter figure was a
surprise as we expected the
lowest price bracket to be the
most popular but this is not a

£50k price tag by selling mugs
and pens alone.
The restoration project
that needs to follow starts
with 4732 and is set out to
be staggered with car one
(DMBS) being the first.
The unit looks far worse
than it actually is, and whilst
you’ve all seen the flaking
paint on the bodywork (which
is nearly 30 years old I might add)
and there are some areas of
corrosion. On the structure

To meet the magic figure

complaint as people signing-

of £750 per month and

up for higher amounts means

given the size of the

the interior is still dry and in

we get closer to our target

commitment required at

largely good condition. Whilst

income figure with fewer

each level we estimated

at Coventry, the project went

people. The total number

we needed 40 people

no further than preventative

to make up the numbers

of eighteen pledgers are
contributing 3⁄5 of our target

maintenance to successfully

divided across the three

income. But we have to stress

bands: five gold, ten silver

the four coaches watertight.

that for the project to be a

and twenty five bronze.

success we need it fully

was the TSO

subscribed, and yes we

that had

As a way of rewarding
pledgers we offer a package
of rewards that each pledger
will receive annually; all will

will not stop if we get to

keep the interior of three of
The odd one out

some

the magic number of 40
people!

get membership of the 4-SUB

The scheme is not only

Association, an invitation to

about covering the costs

an exclusive annual pledger’s

of staying at Margate;

event, the 4-SUB calender

income (or the lack of it)

and an exclusive pen. Those

was what prevented

who subscribe to Silver will

any progress at
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of the unit, is still sound and

Continued
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Keeping Up Appearances
One of the hardest parts
of the lockdown as far
as running a hands-on
preservation project
is keeping the public
aware that you are
still functioning and
continuing to engage
when there is no real
on-site progress to report.

— and with any social media

sign-up instructions are held.

The SERA is on Twitter

account, you begin to recognise

This method is very limiting

(handle: @TeamTyneside)

your ‘regulars’ — as in the

compared to the traditional

which, despite the handle,

ones who frequently

face-to-face events where

is about all aspects of the

comment, but by and large,

we can give out leaflets, but

project. There is also a

we have no idea who a lot of

more importantly engage

Facebook page for the South

our followers are in person,

with potential subscribers

Tyneside EPB (page name:

so this is the only chance we

and members by answering

South Tyneside EPB Unit)

have to talk to them.

questions and really finding

and a general group (Suburban

out what they want to see

Electric Railway Association).

With all of the groups this

here is to entirely focus on

from us and their hopes for

We have used the former two

publication represents, there

4732 and source images of this

the future of the project.

in an educational capacity.

has been a need to do this

Sub in its glory years running

with differing approaches to

special workings on the

getting the key messages out

network. This period [from

to both current and potential

1982-1995] is the only way

new supporters as well as

many people have exper-

building confidence in the

ienced a SUB operating and

organisation.

we have some followers who

First of all, let’s look at
the 4-SUB Association
and the HETT. The main
message that was needing
to be put out in March
was the launch of the
‘750 Supply’ scheme.
The project is active across
two social media streams;
Facebook (page name:
4-SUB Unit 4732) and Twitter
(handle: @4SUB4732) with
a combined following of
just over 2000 – although we
appreciate some of these may be
counted twice as
they are active
on both
platforms

08 | Table of Contents

The tactic we have employed

are not old enough to even
remember this.

Interspersed with this, we
have posted images of SUBs
other than 4732 in service
to generate nostalgia and an
interest in the operations
of the class. Before leaving
the subject mention needs
to be made of the Class 503

The Tyneside Facebook page
started posting a different
Tyneside Electric related
image every day with an
explanation that was to both
inform those who knew
very little about the network

Facebook page (page name:

on its history and also to

Class 503 Unit). This is a

generate nostalgia among

Thanks to some good people

difficult one as despite being

those of its 900 followers who

who have made their photos

part of HETT there is unlikely

remember it all first hand.

available we have a decent

to be any activity on the unit

We have managed to post

supply as it’s important to

for a while while the SUB

pictures from the opening

use images when posting on

takes priority.

of the network right up until

social media as the difference
between one that does to a

Having always been low on

post that is only text based

support, this project can be

is an 80% reduction on

said to be hanging on the coat

interaction. The message was

tails of the SUB until a more

a very simple one: Remember

active position for the project.

this? — Do you want to see

That, not withstanding, still

it restored to this standard?

costs HETT money to keep it at

— Support us. As the person

Margate and ‘750 Supply’ was

reading the post is already

promoted on the page.

online we only need post a
link to our website
where the

Over at the SERA, the
situation was a different
one — with no active large
scale appeal to promote
other than general
membership of the
Friends of the 457,
the approach to social
media during lockdown
was a different story.

the demise of the Tyneside
EPBs from their final years of
departmental service in the
south of England. The daily
posts became less frequent
as we entered May due to
having only a finite amount
of material to use. The Twitter
account has just over 350
followers so we have been
less active there but still the
emphasis is on education.
We have posted potted
histories of old EMU classes
from London Underground
and BR along with archive
images of Spondon No.1
and the Liverpool Overhead
Railway. Interspersed with
this is a reminder of the items
The Contactor | Volume 02

Keeping Up Appearances

750 Supply
from page 7

in our fleet so new followers

reports on what work has been

serious corrosion in the roof

know exactly what we are about.

carried out.

and ended up being stripped

Both Twitter and Facebook

The History Zone articles from

came into their own on the

the old site have gone and that

day we suffered the break in at

role will eventually be taken

Shackerstone. We promoted

over by a new learning sub

the story on all fronts and

site run by the HETT. Online

posted the link to enable

sales are something that all

donations to be made by

organisations are hoping

PayPal. By lunchtime the next

to achieve in the next 12-18

day we has received over £500

months.

in donations. If you wanted

We are always on the lookout

to see an example of the
power and importance of
social media to a project such

media accounts, one, two or as

as ours then this was surely it.

many as you feel able to.

out to save the inside from
turning into a vegetable
patch. The intention is to start
with the first vehicle from a
cosmetic point of view as the

The success of this scheme

initial work will not be about

in attracting sufficient

making the unit operatational

supporters is critical, without

as that will be a much later

regular income nothing will

consideration as display and

happen, in fact the project

conservation comes first.

will regress. HETT will be

Something that has to be

unable to continue to afford

for people with an interest

stressed is that 4732 is utterly

to keep it undercover and that

in helping to run our social

unsuitable for any main line

would put it back in a perilous

running and that does not

situation.

figure in HETTs ambitions.

We were confident that given
the huge affection that still

Of course, social media is a

Please get in touch if you fancy

Heritage Railway operation

very important tool but not

helping out with something.

remains a longer term goal

remained for this icon of the

exploring bi-mode power

Southern Electric network we

www.4sub4732.co.uk

supply but first the work of

could find just 40 people to sit

www.hett.org.uk

20 years open storage has to

at the top table, if it matters

information and resources.

be arrested and addressed.

to people then they have

Both the 4-SUB Association

Baby steps indeed. We had

to participate in its rescue

and HETT have websites that

been invited to present our

because no one else is coming

are evolving. The 4-SUB

plans for future restoration

to save the day.

website being a bit

to the curators of the Margate

more advanced

site as it is their long term

than HETT, but the

ambitions to open the site up

latter is due a major

as a railway museum and at

update in the coming

present neither 4732 nor the

weeks — it currently

503 are of a suitable standard

gives a bit of background

to display.

the only online resource at
our disposal. There is also a
need for a good website with

to the projects and the
paperwork necessary for
‘750 Supply’.
The SERA website was planned
to be updated in 2017 but, of
course, events took a dramatic

This appeal is to find our 40
best people who want to see
this project not only make it
through this difficult time but
to go on and succeed.

If you are able to spare
an amount each month
to sign-up to one of our
pledge packages,
4732 NEEDS YOU!
Simply download an
Acrobat .pdf of the
4 forms needed.

turn and everyone had other
things to do. This has now
been resolved with a new
streamline site uploaded
(www.emus.co.uk) which
gives details of the collection,
where they all are, status and
Issue 02 | Keeping Up Appearances | 750 Supply | Table of Contents

Pictures 4732 at Margate
Photos: Nicholas Hair
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At a glance, the structure of our organisations

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

NAME OF ORGANISATION

Suburban Electric Railway Association

4-SUB Association

Heritage Electric Trains Trust

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (a club)

TYPE OF ORGANISATION (CIO)

Constituted, unincorporated society

Constituted, unincorporated society

Charitable Incorporated Organisation

ROLLING STOCK OWNED OR
RESPONSIBLE FOR:

ROLLING STOCK OWNED None

City & South London Car Body
and the Liverpool Overhead Railway

WHO RUNS IT:
Management committee, elected

Registered with the Charities
Commission. Registration No. 1183029
ROLLING STOCK OWNED

each year at the Association’s Annual

4-SUB Unit 4732, Class 503 Unit

General Meeting by the membership.

EPB Trailer Second Car

South Tyneside 2-EPB,

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

WHO RUNS IT:

the 2-EPB Unit 6307 and the

Mark Walling – Chairman

Team of Charity Trustees,

Ironclad Bogie Stores Van

Graeme Gleaves – Treasurer

appointed upon formation and

(all owned by Electric Train

Robert Fielding – Membership Secretary

by subsequent invitation.

Preservation Limited)

Christopher Hurst – Sales Officer

Class 457 DMSO

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

(owned by 457 shareholders)

Raises funds and promotes awareness

Mark Walling – Trustee

for the restoration project on 4732

Neil Bennett – Trustee

— as its name implies it is a support

Ian Brown CBE – Trustee

— Trailer Car #7 (both owned by SERA)

Spondon No.1 Battery Loco (on loan)

CURRENT TRUSTEES:

Ruston & Hornsby 165 DE Loco

group for the project that is managed

‘MAZDA’ (owned by consortium)

by the Heritage Electric Trains Trust.

WHO RUNS IT:

SOURCES OF INCOME:

the storage, subsequent restoration

Management committee,

Membership Fees & Sales

and operation of both the SUB

elected each year at the association’s
Annual General Meeting.

The 4SA is not a charity so donations

WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
To fund, direct and project manage

and 503 units.

to the project are channelled to

SOURCES OF INCOME:

CURRENT COMMITTEE:

The Heritage Electric Trains Trust

Personal and Corporate donations,

Graeme Gleaves – Chairman

to be eligible for Gift Aid.

Legacies, and Grants.

John Missenden – Secretary
Mark Walling – Creative Lead
Nicholas Evans – General Officer
WHAT IS ITS ROLE?
Management of the restoration and
storage of the above items. Provision
of volunteer workforce to support
them and full fundraising.
SOURCES OF INCOME:
Membership Fees, Donations & Sales
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